Łukasz Sarzyński
https://lukasz-sarzynski.przedstawia.info/en

You can contact with me
on LinkedIn

linkedin.com/in/lukasz-sarzynski/

Professional summary
From 10 years an active member of many projects usually linked to web applications.
- Analytical and programming work related to the development of IT tools.
- Application development (C, C++/QT, C#, PHP/Symfony, TypeScript/Angular).
- Analysis and verification of application operation, error identification.
- Designing and building IT solutions from scratch.
- Background in the server technology base on Linux OS.
- Exceptional troubleshooting, training and documentation skills.

Experience
appsgarden
JZO laboratory
Essilor GROUP

Jel-Car
Fiat Group Poland

T-Systems
CPU ZETO

Frontend Developer [02/2020 – 04/2020]
Angular, TypeScrpit /javascript, Sass / CSS
Developer [03/2016 – 5/2019]
- Created internal tools at Google Apps Script in G Suite (TypeScrpit /javascript).
- Maintenance and development data warehouse and smaller applications (C#, VisualStudio IDE).
- Outsourcing work for other Essilor companies in: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Sweden,
Estonia, Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia.
Software Developer [04/2011 – 02/2016]
Integration between application (FCA GROUP) and local apps
- Rewriting web CRM (gatering data from few monolithic application).
- Evolution availability calendar app, integrated with main CRM, speed up and update libraries.
- Created warehouse and accountancy addons.
- Developed loyalty system from scratch (automatic points for customer's invoice).
- Designing and building app for few payment points (town hall in Jelenia Góra using it).
Freelancer [12/2010 – 03/2011]
Geted interview of case study, next I created separate module. Details is confidential.
Junior Developer [2008 – 2009]
One of two authors modular CMS, still used in about 30 instances.

Job-related skills
TypeScript/JavaScript, NodeJs, NPM, HTML, SASS, LESS, CSS, C#, VisualStudio IDE, VisualCode,
Slackware Linux, Bash, Informix, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Microsoft SQL
Actualy learning

Angular, JavaScript tricks.

Edducation
2003-2007 Wrocław university of science and technology
mathematical informatics on Faculty of Fundamental Problems of Technology

After work
Climbing, reading about new trends in IT world, backpacking.

